JOE Reference Style – Chicago Author/Date
Examples (updated June 2018)

In-text Parenthetical Citation Examples

Paraphrased Citation
One Author
(Nagrin 1997)

Two and Three Authors
(Brodie and Lobel 2004); (Radell, Adame, and Cole 2011)

Four or More Authors
(Mansilla et al. 2000)

Multiple sources for one citation should be separated by semi-colons and placed in ascending chronological order:
(Houston 2005, 2009; Haines 2006; Kuppers 2007; Lomas 2007); (Green and Stinson 1999; Dyer and Löytönen 2012)

Quoted Citation
Citation of a Quote
(Van Dyke 1992, 30); (Cain 2011, n.p.)

Reference Style Examples
Note: List reference entries in alphabetical order.

BOOKS

Book


Book – Edition Other Than The First

Book Chapter

Two Authors

Multiple Authors
Edition Other Than First

Edited Volumes

Two Editors

Three Editors

Texts with Two Publication Dates

Multiple Publications by One Author

JOURNAL ARTICLES
Note: Include doi (Digital Object Identifier) when available for journal articles.

One Author

Two Authors


Multiple Authors

**ADDITIONAL PUBLISHED SOURCES**

Conference Proceedings

Reports/Standards


Published Interviews

Conference Presentations

Magazines & Newspapers


**UNPUBLISHED SOURCES, DISSERTATIONS, AND THESIS DOCUMENTS**

Doctoral Dissertations

Thesis Documents

Personal Communication/Interviews

**WEB PUBLICATIONS AND WEBSITES**

Notes: If no personal author, start with page title or site sponsor. If no last modified or copyright date, use an access date.

Website Articles


Wikipedia Entry
**MEDIA SOURCES**

Broadcast

DVD, Film, or Video

Musical Album

Online Video

**Additional Notes about Media Resources:**

Since there is a great deal of variety in the types of sources and information available about different media sources, please consider the following:

Music entries should follow this general format:
Composer, Performer, or Conductor Last Name, First Name. Original Recording Year. *Album Title.* Record Label Catalog Number, Reissue Year, Medium.

Film entries should follow this general format:
*Film Title.* Original Release Year. Medium. Directed by Director First Name Last Name. Place: Studio/Distributor.

The citation format for online sources depends on available information. Generally, include details about the original published source (if applicable) and details related to the digitized copy such as source type, length, and where it is posted.) For example:
Video Creator Last Name, First Name. Original Release Year. *Video Title.* Original Production Company. From Provider of Online Video. Source Type, Running Time. URL. (access date).

Online videos, such as those from YouTube or Vimeo, should follow this general format:
Author Last Name, First Name. Year Filmed. "Video Clip Title." Source Type, Running Time. Posted by Name of Person/Organization, Date Posted. URL.